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Persecution of Religious Minorities in the Islamic World
• Obama Administration's War on Persecuted Christians 2012

• Raymond Ibrahim: Death to Churches in Islamic World 2012
• Mali: 200,000 Christians flee country as Islamic supremacists impose Sharia

2012

• Bulletin of Christian Persecution March 1 - April 8, 2012 (Political Islam)
• Muslim Persecution of Christians: March, 2012 (Raymond Ibrahim)
• Raymond Ibrahim: Egypt's Christians - Distraught and Displaced 10/2012 (Raymond
Ibrahim)
• Caroline B. Glick: The forgotten Christians of the East (10/2011)
• Secular Turkey: Muslim mobs attacking Christian clerics (2012)
• Afghanistan: Ten years after the U.S. invaded and overthrew the Taliban—at a cost of
more than 1,700 U.S. military lives and $440 billion in taxpayer dollars—the State
Department revealed that Afghanistan's last Christian church was destroyed. Muslim
Persecution of Christians: October, 2011: Raymond Ibrahim
• Egypt's Massacre of Christians: What the Media Does Not Want You To Know ::
Raymond Ibrahim 2011

Ahmadiyya, who claim to be Muslim
• People often claim Robert Spencer says radical Islam is the true and only Islam, but
he has never said that. He clarifies:
“I have demonstrated ... that jihad warfare against infidels is taught by all the Islamic
schools. But I would never say that that means it is the "true and only Islam." The
Ahmadiyya, as I have often pointed out, reject violent jihad -- and for that they are
persecuted as heretics by other Muslim groups. But are they not true Muslims? I would
never say that. I would only say, and it is obvious, that many other Muslim groups do not
regard them as orthodox Muslims.”
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• Indonesia: Islamic jihadist who smashed skull of member of heretical sect hailed as
hero (2011)
• Pakistan: Mosque of "heretical" Muslim sect demolished after Islamic clerics protest
and Muslims issue death threats (2011)
• Christianity "close to extinction" in Middle East because of Muslim persecution which
media and politicians ignore for fear of "racism" charges (2012)

